
grimalkin

guest−bayhub
192.168.1.106/24

Cabletron MMAC−FNB with EMME
managed 10Mbit/s hub

iBGP systems, although there isn’t much point to it yet.
lucette advertises a default route over IPv4 BGP to the other 
BGP, so it has default routes configured for IPv4 and IPv6. 
and grimalkin. kadmirra doesn’t have enough memory to do 
There is fully−meshed iBGP among lucette, ezln, castrovalva, 
for the ~500 prefixes in the IPv6 default−free zone.
AS64582. We advertise the /48 to AS30071 and receive advertisements 
this is not multihop BGP. Along with the real /48 we’re assigned a fake 
at OCCAID in NJ.  Because the session is running over a gif(4) tunnel, 
lucette keeps an IPv6 BGP4 session open to our IPv6 tunnel’s endpoint 
EGP

using link−local addresses for the next−hop.
long IPv6 addresses quite so often, and I can do IPv6 routing properly 
routed dymanically.  This has advantages: I don’t have to type in 
run OSPFv2, OSPFv3, and RTMP, so all the protocols we route are 
Although the number of wire segments at our site is small, all segments
IGP

Routing

node0

10.0.1.253/24

PeeCee / Linux

eth1 10.0.1.1/24

eth0 192.168.1.114/24
2001:4830:2150:1:260:8ff:fe31:deee/64

fishstick

chingShih.2600.net{

atalk 386−387
69.31.131.61/27

castrovalva.Ivy.NET

2001:4830:2150:c0::3

2001:4830:2150:c0:4461:7261:4c69:6573
69.31.131.54

lo0 192.168.168.3

69.31.131.60/27
2001:4830:2150:41:210:5aff:fea7:e8/64

sakima.Ivy.NET

payne.rootdruid.com

terra.powix.org

2001:4830:2150:1:208:74ff:fe34:5f3a/64
69.31.131.49/27

akkad.0x1.net

foster.stonedcoder.org

antioch.0x1.net

2001:4830:2150:41:20c:76ff:fe5c:2c1b/64
69.31.131.44/27

eltoro.oc2600.net

2001:4830:2150:c0::4
lo0 192.168.168.4

192.168.15.6/30
shiva−bedouin

192.168.3.54/24

paste−eater

2001:4830:2150:41::1/64

atalk 386−387
69.31.131.37/27

     your ssh traffic will get transmitted before ftp or 

 * ssh traffic is separated from all other traffic, so if you 
     Inside machines get about three shares’ worth upstream.
     people who have machines colocated on the server shelf.
 * bandwidth is shared equally among the seven different 

QoSL2 and L3 protocols

     the AP anyway, this should waste no airspace.
     amongs themselves.  Since I think 802.11b repeats all traffic at 
     use /30 subnets so wireless clients are protected when talking 
     clients register, to frustrate ettercap.  on wireless, we also 
     servers that statically assign IPv4−>L2 arp routes when 
on lucette’s tlp3 and grimalkin’s wireless, we use dhcp 
     to avoid storms.
     RED/ECN/DiffServ, and needs to decrement IP ttl 
     eventuall yneeds to support things like multicast, 
     drop a packet needs to show up in traceroute, and 
     only, no switches. I believe anything which can 
except for the colocation segment, we use hubs 
all segments have IPv4, IPv6, and appletalk phase 2

go onto the T1 except the scheduled traffic we feed.
Ethernet feeding a T1 router, but nothing else should 
queues only. In both cases we schedule onto an 
after it comes out of the pipe−−−we schedule output 
on ezln.  We do not do any ‘‘shaping’’ of traffic 
downstream QoS is done on lucette, and upstream 
QoS is done on ingress to the slow T1 pipe, so 

Where

192.168.1.121/24

PeeCee / Windows ExPee

PeeCee / Linux

crossover

Digital Alpha ‘‘Avanti’’ / NetBSD

Digital Alpha DS10 / NetBSD

kadmirra

SGI Indigo? / NetBSD

PeeCee / Linux

69.31.131.40/27

Sun SPARCstation 4 / Solaris 8

2001:4830:2150:41:a00:20ff:fe73:454a/64
69.31.131.55/27

PeeCee / OpenBSD?

PeeCee / Linux

69.31.131.48/27
2001:4830:2150:41:a00:20ff:fe11:f5b3/64

Sun SPARCstation 10 / NetBSD

PeeCee / FreeBSD

69.31.131.41/27
2001:4830:2150:41:203:47ff:fe13:ddea/64

shelf
Server

PeeCee / Windows ExPee

(goes nowhere)

(goes nowhere)

(goes nowhere)

192.168.1.107/24
office−bayhub

set to half−duplex
that can’t consistently stay
Remedial switch for PeeCees

listor 192.168.1.101/24

gregor

aidsbox

192.168.1.128/24

shiva

192.168.1.127/24

room
villan’s

Apple iMac rev. A / Mac OS X or NetBSD

2001:4830:2150:1:205:2ff:febb:c281/64
192.168.1.115/24

192.168.1.116/24
2001:4830:2150:1:20d:3aff:fe4e:151e/64

ALTQ HFSC 1420Kbit/s
Sun Netra T1 200 / FreeBSD
2001:4830:2150:c0::4Cisco 1605 / IOS 12.3(15)fc3

2001:4830:2150:c0::6
lo0 192.168.168.6

Microsoft XBox / Linux

PeeCee / Linux

PeeCee / NetBSD

SEGA Dreamcast / NetBSD

Sun Ultra 10 / Solaris 10

Sun Ultra 5 / ??? varies.

192.168.1.124/24
2001:4830:2150:1:a00:20ff:fef9:61a0/64

2001:4830:2150:c0::2

2001:4830:2150:3:2d0:f1ff:fe02:e3d0/64

2001:4830:2150:1:a00:20ff:fea2:3f04/64

2001:4830:2150:2::1/64

(goes nowhere)

192.168.3.14/24

keiko

192.168.1.126/24

amber

192.168.1.100/24

zaphod

room
carton’s

room
b9punk’s

room
Lucas’s

NeXT
non−working

Office

Outside HHH

Living Room

lo0 69.31.131.34

IPv6 eBGP
69.31.131.53/31

192.168.168.4
69.31.131.52/31

XO T3
60 Hudson

lucette.Ivy.NET
55 Broad St

Pilosoft

Receive−only cable
occaid(goes nowhere) Internet

69.31.131.57/30

tlp3

tlp4

tlp2

69.31.131.58/30

ezln.Ivy.NET

El−cheapo 10BaseT hub

1536Kbit/s T1 from XO

192.168.47.253/30
  .
  .
192.168.15.5/30
192.168.15.1/30

Loft

room
druid’s

cordula

10Base2

10Mbit/s repeater

192.168.3.58/24
loft−hub

murdoch

Guest Hub

otradnoe

192.168.168.2
loopback

2001:4830:2150:3:260:97ff:fe89:9edb/64
192.168.3.102/24

atalk 262−263
192.168.3.1/24

2001:4830:2150:1::1/64

atalk 258−259
192.168.1.1/24

tbr 1470Kbit/s
ALTQ HFSC
tlp1

will be full, no matter how low−‘‘priority’’ the class. 
meaning if any class has backlogged traffic, our T1 
do that here.  HFSC is a ‘‘work−conserving’’ scheduler 
SOHO router or managed switch or Cisco CBQ.  We don’t 
shaping’’ feature of FreeBSD ipfw, or some Linux 
A lot of people tell me I should use the ‘‘traffic 

Traffic shaping
QoS is HFSC implementing three goals:

     to let traffic back into the regular per−user queue.
     everyone.  There are exceptions for well−known ports
     traffic put to start into one queue shared by 
     programs.  All machines known to run PtP have all 
 * there’s one giant queue for peer−to−peer leeching 
     it won’t work−−−it’s not stateful w.r.t. connections.
     bittorrent or some other kind of upload.  If you use scp 

     aren’t using scp to copy anything, within your share 

El−cheapo 10BaseT hub

2001:4830:2150:3::1/64

(AP)

Netra T1 200
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